Saudi Electric Services Polytechnic Selects GP Strategies for Power Plant Operations
Training in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Expanding GP Strategies' Global Reach in the Middle East Region
COLUMBIA, Md., May 20, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Global
performance improvement solutions provider GP Strategies
Corporation (NYSE: GPX) has been awarded a multi-year
contract to provide power plant operations training to the Saudi
Electric Services Polytechnic (SESP) Baish campus. SESP is a
subsidiary of Saudi Electricity Company (SEC).
GP Strategies' training program at SESP will focus on critical skills development and knowledge transfer
for safe and efficient plant operations. The program will take a blended approach, using SESP-supplied
training equipment for hands-on training in addition to curriculum from GP Strategies' extensive library of
classroom material; self-paced, web-based training lessons from the GPiLEARN™ library; and simulated
hands-on training using the GPiLEARN Online Simulator for Combined Cycle Power Plants. All training is
customized to SESP's processes and equipment, and facilitated by instructors with extensive experience in
the power generation industry.
One of the objectives for SESP is to have their students advance to the point of operating a small steam
power plant complete with boiler, turbine, condenser and cooling tower. To ensure this, a formalized set of
qualifications was created to measure students' progress and competency. The program leverages GP
Strategies' end-to-end understanding of the energy generation industry, power plant equipment and
processes, and human performance optimization to help SESP meet their goal of providing highly qualified
Saudi technicians.
SESP is undertaking this initiative in support of the Kingdom's policy of Saudization: the national policy to
encourage employment of Saudi nationals in the private sector. SESP's Managing Director, Dr. Shaker AlMahasana, stated, "The partnership with GP Strategies will enhance the quality of the SESP power plant
operations programs. It will also open doors for SEC employees for further development in the areas of
power plant efficiency and performance enhancement."
GP Strategies' Energy Services Group is a recognized leader for supplying technical training, plant
documentation, power plant performance engineering and equipment monitoring and optimization services
to the energy industry. They have been providing these services to power plants across the Middle East
since the early 1980s.
GP Strategies' Energy Services Group
GP Strategies' Energy Services Group provides engineering services, performance and condition
monitoring products and training services to the energy market sector. Their EtaPRO™ Performance and
Condition Monitoring System and GPiLEARN Training Portal help power plants worldwide meet their goals
for improving reliability, capacity and efficiency.
GP Strategies is a global performance improvement solutions provider of training, eLearning solutions,
management consulting and engineering services. Clients include Fortune 500 companies, manufacturing,
process and energy industries, and other commercial and government customers. Additional information
may be found at www.gpstrategies.com.
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We make statements in this press release that are considered forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the
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